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Casinos and Captive Labour Markets:  
The Case of Casino Windsor
Alissa Mazar

Casinos are emblematic of a strategy to create low-skilled service 
jobs in economically depressed cities. States and provinces encourage casino 
developments based on the ability of these facilities not only to create jobs 
but to provide “good jobs” (i.e. with high wages, benefits, and job protections) 
in host communities. Existing research offers competing scenarios of what 
casinos mean for workers in these host communities. Some scholars find 
that workers benefit from casinos via employment and wage growth.1 Others 
find that casinos exploit host communities, including their workers.2 While 
little research focuses specifically on the quality of casino jobs, some schol-
ars suggest that the compensation and conditions of casino employment 
may decline as the casino gaming environment becomes more competitive.3 
However, research also identifies two caveats concerning the ability of casino 
workers to cope with work-quality decline: first, casino employment tends to 
attract those who treat the work as temporary and/or supplementary work; 

1. Thomas A. Garrett, “Casino Gaming and Local Employment Trends,” Federal Reserve Bank 
St. Louis 86, 1 (2004): 9–22; Chad D. Cotti, “The Effect of Casinos on Local Labour Markets: A 
County Level Analysis,” Journal of Gambling, Business, and Economics 2, 2 (2008): 17–41.

2. Dean Gerstein, Rachel A. Volberg, Marianne Toce, Henrick Harwood, Robert Johnson, 
Tracy Buie, Eugene Christiansen, Lucian Chuchro, William Cummings, Laszlo Engelman & 
Mary Ann Hill, Gambling Impact and Behavior Study: Report to the National Gambling Impact 
Study Commission (Chicago: National Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago, 1999); 
Christopher Mele, “Casinos, Prisons, Incinerators, and Other Fragments of Neoliberal Urban 
Development,” Social Science History 35, 3 (2011): 423–452.

3. Ellen Mutari & Deborah M. Figart, Just One More Hand: Life in the Casino Economy (New 
York: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015).
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and second, workers are free to seek employment at other casinos – casinos 
being a growing industry – and to “chase tips” if they are unhappy with their 
working conditions or remuneration.4

Unlike previous research, which focuses on geographic areas with multiple 
casinos, such as Las Vegas and Atlantic City, the purpose of this article is to 
understand whether and how casinos provide “good jobs” in locales where 
casinos are increasingly being used as an economic revitalization tool – that 
is, in deindustrializing settings – and with a single operator in a region. I 
examine the case of Casino Windsor, a unionized casino in a peripheral 
gaming market – Detroit-Windsor – in Windsor, Ontario, which is one of 
Canada’s former automotive capitals. To enrich understandings of whether 
casinos provide “good jobs” over time, the findings in this study suggest that 
Casino Windsor initially offered workers with employment histories in the 
low-wage service sector the prospect of higher compensation and union rep-
resentation. In interviews conducted in 2014 and 2015, employees shared how 
Casino Windsor provided them the ability to pursue a higher standard of 
living. These workers also highlighted that Casino Windsor represented an 
opportunity, particularly for women, in the female-dominated service sector 
(60:40 female to male). For these workers, the tips, wages, benefit packages, 
and union representation meant that employment at Casino Windsor repre-
sented upward economic mobility.

Their experience of economic mobility, however, was short lived, span-
ning from 1994 (when the casino opened) to 2000. The decline of Casino 
Windsor’s revenues coincided with the establishment of three casinos across 
the US-Canada border in Detroit. As casino competition increased, remuner-
ation and working conditions at Casino Windsor deteriorated. Tips declined 
and wages stagnated. Casino management also streamlined its labour costs by 
laying off workers, relying on a more flexible workforce, and outsourcing venue 
space to non-union corporations. In addition, workers also reported that man-
agement’s disciplinary action against employees has increased as revenues and 
visitation have declined. In fact, during the 2004 round of collective bargain-
ing, Casino Windsor workers went on strike for “respect” – something they 
felt they were losing in their interactions with management. They insisted that 
the strike was about “respect” rather than simply wages. Among their griev-
ances were the increase in management’s disciplinary action against them and 
insinuations by management to workers that they were not only replaceable 
but unlikely to find comparable compensation elsewhere. Despite these tactics, 
Casino Windsor workers remain (turnover is low) and have internalized the 

4. Jeffrey J. Sallaz, “The House Rules: Autonomy and Interests among Service Workers in the 
Contemporary Casino Industry,” Work and Occupations 29, 4 (2002): 394–427; Sallaz, The 
Labour of Luck: Casino Capitalism in the United States and South Africa (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 2009); Chloe E. Taft, From Steel to Slots: Casino Capitalism in the 
Postindustrial City (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2016). 
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importance of providing quality customer service.5 Casino employees treat 
their provision of quality customer service as essential to keeping Casino 
Windsor competitive and open for business.

These findings provide an alternative story of the employment implica-
tions of casino development when the workers themselves are not mobile. 
Immobility allows management to rule through disciplinary actions while still 
reaping the benefits of worker “loyalty” and effort. Casino Windsor workers 
have little choice other than to offer good service to keep their jobs. In theory, 
they are “free” to go elsewhere, but in fact, there is nowhere else to go. With 
Windsor on an international border, with the city’s long-standing high unem-
ployment rate, and with no other employer in the low-skill service sector in 
the region providing comparable remuneration, Casino Windsor has created 
a company town where workers are captive and feel that their provision of 
customer service keeps the casino open and competitive. I argue that local 
economic conditions and specific Casino Windsor management practices 
have created and benefit from a captive labour force.6 I further argue that 
workers, by providing high-quality service, reclaim their sense of worth and 
mitigate their sense of precarity.7 Workers say that they do not feel valued, 
respected, or appreciated by management but that they should be because, in 
their view, they are “the best.”

These findings raise questions concerning the labour markets into which 
casino developments – which are state sponsored and are legitimized to host 
communities as creators of “good jobs” – are placed. American states and 
Canadian provinces are increasingly using casinos as an economic revitaliza-
tion and job creation strategy in economically depressed regions, tending to 
locate them in areas that lack other industries. This strategy has now spread 
across the globe, especially on state/provincial and international borders 
where governments attempt to (re)capture gambling dollars.8 I argue that 

5. A Unifor informant indicated that the turnover rate for Casino Windsor was 8 per cent in 
2017. 

6. Captive labour forces are defined by their context, tending to exist in single-industry 
and single-employer towns where competition among employers is low or absent and where 
workers’ access to other sources of employment is limited. See Gerda R. Wekerle & Brent 
Rutherford, “The Mobility of Capital and the Immobility of Female Labour: Responses to 
Economic Restructuring,” in Jennifer Wolch, ed., The Power of Geography: How Territory 
Shapes Social Life (Boston: Unwin Hyman, 1989), 130–172.

7. Melissa K. Gibson & Michael J. Papa, “The Mud, the Blood, and the Beer Guys: 
Organizational Osmosis in Blue-Collar Work Groups,” Journal of Applied Communication 
Research 28, 1 (2000): 68–88; Kristen Lucas, “Blue-Collar Discourses of Workplace Dignity: 
Using Outgroup Comparisons to Construct Positive Identities,” Management Communication 
Quarterly 25, 2 (2011): 353–374; Kristen Lucas & Patrice M. Buzzanell, “Blue-Collar Work, 
Career, and Success: Occupational Narratives of Sisu,” Journal of Applied Communication 
Research 32, 4 (2004): 273–292.

8. Lucy Dadayan, “State Revenues from Gambling Shrinking,” in Council of State 
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researchers and policymakers must consider whether such developments will 
create and potentially exploit captive workers, leading to declining job quality. 
These findings speak to what casinos mean for workers when placed on an 
international border and attempting to cope with deindustrialization.

In mapping out these arguments, I first lay out conceptualizations of “good” 
and “bad” jobs. I then discuss the rise of the service sector in relation to the 
spread of casinos as “good job” creators and describe how this case contrib-
utes to understanding whether and how casino workers experience casinos as 
generating “good jobs.” I then discuss in detail how Casino Windsor was ini-
tially an economic opportunity for low-skilled employees in the service sector. 
I examine how workers experience what was initially an economic opportu-
nity as financial hardship while their employment has become increasingly 
precarious. I point principally to the immobility and captive status of Casino 
Windsor workers to explain why these workers do not leave or “chase tips,” as 
previous scholarship has demonstrated. Finally, I show how workers cope with 
their immobility and management’s negation of their worth by laying claim to 
the idea that they are responsible for the continued existence and success of 
Casino Windsor.

“Good” and “Bad” Jobs

Precarious employment – or “bad jobs” – differs from the full-time, ben-
efitted, well-paid, and open-ended contracts – or “good jobs” – associated with 
the blue- or white-collar single-earner male worker of the Fordist economy.9 
Precarious employment also stands in stark contrast to the rewards earned 
by high-skilled knowledge workers of the “knowledge economy.”10 Precarious 
employment can be broadly understood in terms of risks associated with 
and quality of employment. Precarious work is the experience of uncertainty 
resulting from one’s employment, whether in the form of income, employment 
duration, or lack of control over the labour process. Wide-ranging definitions of 

Governments, The Book of the States (2016), 393–404.

9. Fordism is the postwar economy based on large corporations mass producing standardized 
goods with assembly-line techniques to achieve economies of scale. Fordism is also a social 
and political order founded on a compromise between labour and big business whereby labour 
traded militancy for the right to organize and assented to Taylorism in return for a share 
of the resulting productivity increases. Bob Jessop, “Fordism and Post-Fordism: A Critical 
Reformulation,” in Allen J. Scott & Michael Storper, eds., Pathways to Industrialization and 
Regional Development (New York: Routledge, 2005), 54–74.

10. Arne Kalleberg, Good Jobs, Bad Jobs: The Rise of Polarized and Precarious Employment 
Systems in the United States, 1970s–2000s (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2011); 
Kalleberg, “Job Quality and Precarious Work: Clarifications, Controversies, and Challenges,” 
Work and Occupations 39, 4 (2012): 427–448; Steven Vallas & Christopher Prener, “Dualism, 
Job Polarization, and the Social Construction of Precarious Work,” Work and Occupations 39, 4 
(2012): 331–353.
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precarious employment exist. For instance, Steven Blondin, George Lemieux, 
and Lauren Fournier describe precarious employment as involuntary, non-
standard work, while others define it as unstable, unprotected work that pays 
poorly and offers little hope for the future.11 Others suggest that precarious 
work is temporary, presents uncertain work situations that prevent people 
from planning their future careers, and possibly provokes psychological dis-
tress and negatively impacts health outcomes.12 These definitions suggest 
that precarious work is low-quality employment that lacks multidimensional 
labour security and places workers at different degrees of risk.13 Other scholars 
argue that, while the extent of precarity exists on a continuum, all workers are 
in fact part of the “precariat” because of their dependence on wage labour.14

Precarious employment as a concept embraces the full range of attributes 
associated with job quality and the degrees to which quality can be threat-
ened, regardless of employment status.15 Income level is critical in determining 
whether employment is precarious. In fact, a job may be secure on one axis 
(e.g. stable and long-term) but precarious overall if the wage does not maintain 
the worker as well as their dependents.16 Ultimately, a primary marker of pre-
carity is insufficient pay, and low pay and employment uncertainty tend to go 
hand in hand.17 For the purposes of this article, the definition of a “good job” 
is derived from interviews with 28 casino employees. Like the conceptualiza-
tions of precarity discussed above, these workers discussed job quality and the 
precarity they were experiencing in terms of remuneration, job security, and 
the “respect” they received from management.

11. Steven Blondin, George Lemieux & Lauren Fournier, Nonstandard Work and 
Precariousness among Young People: A Cheap, Competent and Disposable Labour Force 
(Québec City: Gouvernement du Québec, 2001); Women and the Work Policy Working 
Group, Women and Precarious Work: A Framework for Policy Recommendations (Oxfam 
Canada, 2003), https://www.oxfam.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/women-and-precarious-
employment-a-framework-for-policy-recommendations-2005_2.pdf.

12. Annabel Budi, “Précarité professionnelle et rapport au travail: Entre précarité objective et 
précarité subjective,” Pratiques Psychologiques 4 (2002): 5–19; Wayne Lewchuk, Marlea Clarke 
& Alice De Wolff, “Working without Commitments: Precarious Employment and Health,” 
Work, Employment and Society 22, 3 (2008): 387–406.

13. Leah F. Vosko, ed., Precarious Employment: Understanding Labour Market Insecurity in 
Canada (Montréal & Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2006).

14. Bryan D. Palmer, “Reconsiderations of Class: Precariousness as Proletarianization,” 
Socialist Register 50 (2014): 40–62.

15. Maria Ferreira, “Informal versus Precarious Work in Colombia: Concept and 
Operationalization,” Progress in Development Studies 16, 2 (2016): 140–158.

16. Cynthia Cranford, Leah Vosko & Nancy Zukewich, “The Gender of Precarious Employment 
in Canada,” Relations industrielles/Industrial relations 58, 3 (2003): 454–482.

17. Guy Standing, The Precariat: The New Dangerous Class (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 
2011).

https://www.oxfam.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/women-and-precarious-employment-a-framework-for-policy-recommendations-2005_2.pdf
https://www.oxfam.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/women-and-precarious-employment-a-framework-for-policy-recommendations-2005_2.pdf
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The Rise of the Service Sector, the Spread of Casinos, and “Good 
Jobs”

With the rising prominence of service-sector employment and the loss 
of “good jobs” that manufacturing-centred regions once provided, the labour 
market has become increasingly segmented in terms of the rewards received 
by high- and low-skilled workers.18 The insecurity that coincides with “postin-
dustrial” employment, particularly for those low in human capital, is in stark 
contrast to the so-called Keynesian “golden age” of employment opportunities 
for male-dominated industrial work in the postwar period.19 Relatedly, many 
employers in the service and hospitality sectors – which are now employing a 
much greater share of the workforce – offer precarious employment conditions 
to their workers.20 The difference between the rewards received by low-skilled 
manufacturing workers and those granted to low-skilled service workers is 
largely attributable to differences in sectoral union density.21 Rising income 
inequality, in large part, is due to the dismantling of unions in the private 
sector that formerly insulated a large proportion of workers by taking a certain 
percentage of wages out of market competition. By contrast, contemporary 
service work represents the “new” economy of non-unionized, low-wage, and 
non-benefitted work.

Whether a job is considered a “good job” depends on the relative eco-
nomic position of the workforce being addressed. Policymakers have readily 

18. Barry J. Eichengreen, Michael Reich & Clair Brown, eds., Labor in the Era of Globalization 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010).

19. Human capital is composed of an individual’s education and training, which then 
influences the rewards an individual receives in the labour market relative to the supply and 
demand of that skill set. Gary Becker, Human Capital: A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis 
with Special Reference to Education, 3rd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 
15–28.

20. Kendra Coulter, Revolutionizing Retail: Workers, Political Action, and Social Change (New 
York: Springer, 2014); Johannes Giesecke, “Socio-Economic Risks of Atypical Employment 
Relationships: Evidence from the German Labour Market,” European Sociological Review 25, 
6 (2009): 629–646; Arne L. Kalleberg, Barbara F. Reskin & Ken Hudson, “Bad Jobs in America: 
Standard and Nonstandard Employment Relations and Job Quality in the United States,” 
American Sociological Review 65, 2 (2000): 256–278.

21. Kim ChangHwan & Arthur Sakamoto, “Assessing the Consequences of Declining 
Unionization and Public-Sector Employment: A Density-Function Decomposition of Rising 
Inequality from 1983 to 2005,” Work and Occupations 37, 2 (2010): 119–161; Alexander 
Guschanski & Özlem Onaran, “Determinants of the Wage Share: A Cross-Country 
Comparison Using Sectoral Data,” working paper no. GPERC41, Greenwich Papers in Political 
Economy, University of Greenwich, 2016, 44–54; Jeffrey Waddoups & Vince Eade, “Hotels and 
Casinos: Collective Bargaining during a Decade of Instability,” in Howard Stranger, Ann Frost 
& Paul Clark, eds., Collective Bargaining under Duress: Case Studies of Major U.S. Industries 
(Champaign, IL: Labour and Employment Relations Association, 2015), 87–117.
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characterized casino employment as providing “good jobs” for low-skilled 
workers.22 Policymakers have come to this conclusion because casino jobs tend 
to be defined by good wages (compared with those of other low-skilled service 
and hospitality jobs), the ability to make tips, and relative job security (from 
working for a large employer). Also, across North America, casino employ-
ment is highly unionized compared with the broader service sector. When 
unionized, casino jobs will more likely be “good jobs” because they offer higher 
wages, benefits, and job security.

The promise of growing employment and bringing quality jobs to economi-
cally depressed areas drives casino development.23 Indeed, many low- and 
middle-income communities across North America have adopted casinos 
as both an economic development strategy and a job creator.24 In economi-
cally struggling Windsor, purveyors of casino development emphasized the 
promise that Casino Windsor would bring “good jobs.”25 Scholars focusing 
on the economic impacts of casinos have debated whether casinos have a net 
effect on an area’s unemployment and wages.26 Thomas Garrett finds employ-
ment growth in counties with a casino compared to counties with no casino; 
similarly, Daniel Monchuk finds casinos to have a positive effect on employ-
ment while decreasing the unemployment rate.27 Chad Cotti suggests that 
casino introduction increases aggregate employment and has positive wage 
effects in host counties relative to counties without a casino.28 Studies exam-
ining the impacts of casinos in Indigenous communities in Canada and the 
United States have found gains in terms of employment and income.29 Some 

22. Mark Arsenault & Noah Bierman, “House Approves Casino Bill,” Boston Globe, 
15 September 2011, https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2011/09/15/house-casino-
bill/4cv0eZfj89em7JpHVFbLfI/story.html. 

23. United States, National Gambling Impact and Policy Commission, The National Gambling 
Impact Study Commission Final Report (Washington, DC, 1999), https://govinfo.library.unt.
edu/ngisc/reports/fullrpt.html.

24. Mutari & Figart, Just One More Hand.

25. Brian Cross, “Casino Workers Urged to Join ‘Chrysler’s Local,’” Windsor Star, 11 June 1994, 
A3; Chris Vander Doelen, “Hotel Development Frenzy Forecast,” Windsor Star, 14 October 
1992, A1.

26. Deepak Chharbra, “Estimating Benefits and Costs of Casino Gambling in Iowa, United 
States,” Journal of Travel Research 46, 2 (2007): 173–182.

27. Garrett, “Casino Gaming”; Daniel C. Monchuk, “People Rush In, Empty Their Pockets, and 
Scuttle Out: Economic Impacts of Gambling on the Waterways,” Journal of Regional Analysis & 
Policy 37, 3 (2007): 223–232.

28. Cotti, “Effect of Casinos.” 

29. Yale Belanger, Robert J. Williams & Jennifer N. Arthur, “Casinos and Economic Well-
Being: Evaluating the Alberta First Nations’ Experience,” Journal of Gambling Business and 
Economics 5, 1 (2011): 23–46; Thadieus W. Conner & William A. Taggart, “The Impact of 
Gaming on the Indian Nations in New Mexico,” Social Science Quarterly 90, 1 (2009): 50–70; 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2011/09/15/house-casino-bill/4cv0eZfj89em7JpHVFbLfI/story.html
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2011/09/15/house-casino-bill/4cv0eZfj89em7JpHVFbLfI/story.html
https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/ngisc/reports/fullrpt.html
https://govinfo.library.unt.edu/ngisc/reports/fullrpt.html
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also argue that the employment and wage gains (if any) tend to be limited 
and may plateau or decrease over time. For instance, Gerald Hunter finds that 
casino employment effects – defined as employment growth – were positive 
and significant only for new casinos.30

Other scholars suggest that casinos are less economically helpful for host 
communities and are politically fraught developments.31 According to Dean 
Gerstein et al., casinos have no significant per capita income effect.32 Using 
a case study of Chester, Pennsylvania, Christopher Mele argues that casino 
development isolates the city from other forms of investment while represent-
ing one facet of the aggressive push by states/provinces and local governments 
to attract private capital.33 Lisa Calvano and Lynne Andersson examine casino 
legaliza tion in Philadelphia and the conflict created between the community, 
on one side, and the gaming industry, investors, and real estate interests, on 
the other. They argue that the Philadel phia case represents government and 
corporate elites extracting value from already low-income and/or downwardly 
mobile citizens.34 Effectively, this literature tends to critique casino devel-
opment, suggesting that it hinders rather than helps host communities and 
their citizens.35 However, with their focus on high-powered stakeholders and 
interest groups, these studies rarely mention workers. In fact, if mentioned 
at all, workers are framed as a disenfranchised group amid larger struggles 

Yale Belanger, “Are Canadian First Nations Casinos Providing Maximum Benefits? Appraising 
First Nations Casinos in Ontario, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, 2006–2010,” unlv Gaming 
Research & Review Journal 18, 2 (2014): 65–83.

30. Gerald P. Hunter, “Winning, Losing, and Breaking Even: New Casinos’ Effects on 
Economic Development Impacts of Existing Casinos,” master’s thesis, University of Pittsburgh, 
2010, https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/59742. Hunter defines “new” as being within four 
years of opening.

31. Jens Beckert & Mark Lutter, “Why the Poor Play the Lottery: Sociological Approaches 
to Explaining Class-Based Lottery Play,” Sociology 47, 6 (2012): 1152–1170; Brent D. Ryan, 
“From Cars to Casinos: Global Pasts and Local Futures in Detroit-Windsor Transnational 
Metropolitan Area,” in Xiangming Chen and Ahmed Kanna, eds., Rethinking Global Urbanism: 
Comparative Insights from Secondary Cities (New York: Routledge, 2012), 91–106; Natasha 
Dow Schüll, Addiction by Design: Machine Gambling in Las Vegas (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2012); Rachel Volberg & Matt Wray, “Legal Gambling and Problem Gambling 
as Mechanisms of Social Domination? Some Considerations for Future Research,” American 
Behavioral Scientist 51, 1 (2007): 56–85.

32. Gerstein et al., Gambling Impact and Behavior Study. 

33. Mele, “Casinos, Prisons, Incinerators.”

34. Lisa Calvano & Lynne Andersson, “Hitting the Jackpot (or Not): An Attempt to Extract 
Value in Philadelphia’s Casino Controversy,” Organization 17 (2010): 583–597.

35. Kerry G. E. Chambers, Gambling for Profit: Lotteries, Gaming Machines, and Casinos in a 
Cross-National Focus (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2011); Thomas Klassen & James 
F. Cosgrave, “The Policies of Gambling Legitimation and Expansion in Ontario,” in James 
Cosgrave & Thomas Klassen, eds., Casino State: Legalized Gambling in Canada (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 2009), 121–140.

https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/59742
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over resources. Despite arguments that casinos further devitalize and exploit 
economically depressed areas, few studies actually speak with or study casino 
employees – the group that is supposed to benefit directly from the casino – to 
understand how they experience this “revitalization” effort.

Research that specifically addresses whom casinos employ and how workers 
experience the quality of employment is sparse, but a few notable ethnographic 
studies are working to fill this gap. Jeffrey Sallaz, for instance, examines the 
labour process of blackjack dealing and how the presence of clients at the 
point of production, in tandem with the tipping relationship, affects manage-
rial strategies for organizing and monitoring workers. Sallaz suggests that the 
tipping relationship in Las Vegas creates a semblance of agency and entrepre-
neurialism for dealers as they “hustle” players for tips, and he argues that this 
entrepreneurial game diffuses overt conflict between managers and workers. 
Dealers blame their low wages on customers who tip poorly, while poten-
tial anger over their lack of job security is mitigated by their frequent lateral 
movement across firms (to “chase tips”). Sallaz’s focus remains quite narrow, 
however, applying primarily to dealers and the tipping relationship.36

Chloe Taft’s 2016 ethnography, From Steel to Slots: Casino Capitalism in 
the Postindustrial City, puts little focus on casino workers but offers a squarely 
negative assessment of casinos and the employment they offer.37 Taft suggests 
that casino workers are complicit in their precarity, embracing the postin-
dustrial mantra of individualism and entrepreneurialism. Taft, like Sallaz, 
discusses how casino workers have a sense of mobility, as they can “chase tips” 
and move to different casino employers in the region if dissatisfied. Similar to 
Sallaz, Taft focuses mainly on dealers while suggesting that casino employ-
ees do not have a sense of long-term commitment to their employer. Ellen 
Mutari and Deborah Figart focus on changes in job quality in Atlantic City 
casinos. They find that job quality has deteriorated, which they attribute to 
the increasing saturation of the casino market and the short-term demands 
of shareholders that increasingly dictate workplace conditions. Cost-cutting 
measures have displaced the goal of creating “good jobs.” While moving to 
more flexible employment relations, some casino workers are making casino 
work a temporary pursuit.38 Workers also use their mobility to work at other 
casinos in the area to cope with declining conditions, loss of hours, or job loss.

This research suggests mixed findings regarding whether casinos provide 
“good” or “bad” jobs, with a limited focus on how this can shift over time. As a 

36. Sallaz, “House Rules”; Sallaz, Labour of Luck.

37. Taft investigates Pennsylvania, which – like Nevada and New Jersey – is a “core” gambling 
location, as it legalized casino and racino (i.e. horse racing with slot machines) operations in 
2004 and opened five racinos in fiscal year 2007. Pennsylvania has opened an additional racino 
and six casinos since fiscal year 2008. This makes Pennsylvania the second-largest commercial 
casino state outside of Nevada. Taft, From Steel to Slots.

38. Mutari & Figart, Just One More Hand.
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highly unionized industry, casino employment tends to offer higher pay than 
is found in other service and hospitality occupations.39 Yet, the few existing 
ethnographic studies that address the question of job quality are concerned 
with non-union casinos. And those studies that do address work issues tend 
to focus on dealers, who tend to be non-unionized even in unionized casinos. 
Current research is also based on geographic areas considered “casino centres” 
and on regions with long histories in the service and hospitality sectors. This 
ethnographic research suggests that casino workers generally do not have a 
sense of long-term commitment to a single employer and/or can and will seek 
alternative employment in the casino industry when experiencing unsatisfac-
tory workplace conditions.40 Indeed, little has been said about what casinos 
mean as employment creators in a deindustrializing setting and in periph-
eral casino locations. How do casino workers experience this job-generating 
strategy and cope with the potential changes to employment quality when 
experiencing mobility constraints in an increasingly competitive gaming 
market? I use Casino Windsor, a unionized casino in the peripheral gaming 
market of Detroit-Windsor, to understand the public policy trend of locating 
casinos in devitalized – and deindustrializing – settings.

Research Context

Windsor and Detroit are divided by the Detroit River, which also demar-
cates the US-Canada border. The birthplace of the Canadian automotive 
industry, Windsor has long been seen as a smaller version of the Motor City, 
dependent primarily on the Big Three auto companies (Ford, General Motors, 
and Chrysler) for employment. Windsor’s dependence on the auto industry 
has made it very similar to a company town.41 Historically, the automotive 
industry has both served as a key source of Windsor’s tax revenue and been 

39. Jeffrey Waddoups, “Wages in Las Vegas and Reno: How Much Difference Do Unions Make 
in the Hotel, Gaming and Recreation Industry,” Gaming Research and Review Journal 6, 1 
(2002): 7–22.

40. Mutari & Figart, Just One More Hand; Sallaz, “House Rules”; Taft, From Steel to Slots.

41. George F. Lord & Albert C. Price, “Growth Ideology in a Period of Decline: 
Deindustrialization and Restructuring, Flint Style,” Social Problems 39, 2 (1992): 155–169; 
Thomas S. Moore & Gregory D. Squires, “Two Tales of a City: Economic Restructuring and 
Uneven Economic Development in a Former Company Town,” Journal of Urban Affairs 13, 
2 (1991): 159–173; Douglas J. Porteous, “The Nature of the Company Town,” Transactions 
of the Institute of British Geographers 51 (1970): 127–142; Steven Rushen, “Fluctuations and 
Downtowns in a ‘Company Town,’” Growth & Change 26, 4 (1995): 611–626. “Company 
town” refers to a local economy being overly reliant on a single industry and/or employer. 
This concept derives from that of company towns in early industrialism and pioneer towns, 
whereby the town or settlement was completely owned, built, and operated by an individual or 
corporate entrepreneur.
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– and continues to be – the main employer of Windsorites.42 With automo-
tive workers heavily unionized, the automotive industry in Windsor served 
for much of the twentieth century as a proven source of “good jobs” for many 
low-skilled workers. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, however, a deep reces-
sion heavily impacted Ontario’s manufacturing sector and hit Windsor’s 
automotive industry especially hard.43 The recession, coupled with angst 
about the implications of the soon-to-be-signed nafta agreement – specifi-
cally, that manufacturing jobs would be leaving the city – worked to provoke 
concerns about Windsor’s heavy reliance on the automotive industry. Talk of 
diversifying the local economy via casino development began.44 In 1993, the 
provincial government chose Windsor to host the first casino in Ontario as 
a pilot project. Given that Windsor was the first trial site for casino develop-
ment in Ontario, the city provides an opportunity to examine the sort of jobs 
casinos provide over the long term. Casino Windsor was also one of the first 
resort casinos to be developed in North America outside of Atlantic City and 
Nevada. For a period of time, it was even the “highest-grossing casino in the 
world, per square foot.”45

Methodology

The findings presented below are based on 48 semistructured interviews 
with Windsor stakeholders from politics, business, and labour and Casino 
Windsor employees, as well as local news content from the Windsor Star (pub-
lished between 1994 and 2015) and descriptive statistics.46 Interviews were 
conducted from September 2014 to April 2015. I questioned 28 casino workers 
on their personal and employment histories and 20 local stakeholders on the 
sort of jobs the casino has created in the community. Interviews lasted from 
one to three hours.47 While there was a set of primary questions, interview 

42. In 2013, the manufacturing sector comprised 13 per cent of the gdp nationally and was 
the largest sector of the Canadian economy; in Windsor, 37 per cent of the gdp was based 
on manufacturing. Municipal Finance & Tax Paper (Windsor, ON: Windsor-Essex Regional 
Chamber of Commerce, 2013).

43. Dave Gower, “Canada’s Unemployment Mosaic in the 1990s,” Perspectives on Labour and 
Income 8, 1 (1996), http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/75-001-x/1996001/2524-eng.pdf.

44. Vander Doelen, “Hotel Development Frenzy Forecast,” A1; Thomas L. Walkom, Rae Days 
(Toronto: Key Porter Books, 1994).

45. Chris Vander Doelen, “The Casino That Changed the World,” Windsor Star, 16 May 2014, 
http://windsorstar.com/opinion/columnists/the-casino-that-changed-the-world.

46. This project is part of a larger research project containing an additional 43 interviews with 
Windsor automotive workers.

47. In referencing interview excerpts, pseudonyms are used. Semistructured interviews were 
utilized because they allow for participants to contribute to the direction of the conversation 
and then also to shape the research questions and findings by bringing to light information that 

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/75-001-x/1996001/2524-eng.pdf
http://windsorstar.com/opinion/columnists/the-casino-that-changed-the-world
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guides were specifically crafted for each individual. For the stakeholders, I 
called and/or emailed their respective offices and requested interviews; the 
interviews were then conducted at their place of work or at a coffee shop.

In contrast, obtaining interview participation from casino workers was a 
difficult undertaking. As mandated by Casino Windsor, workers are banned 
from speaking to media or researchers about Casino Windsor and their 
employment. I had been unaware of this nondisclosure agreement prior to 
entering the field since this information is not publicly available. I began 
recruitment by placing flyers on approximately 110 cars of casino workers in 
the casino’s parking garage. Not receiving a single call, I discussed this recruit-
ment failure with a Windsor relative. She told me of a friend who was a casino 
worker who lived nearby, suggesting that I approach her at her home. Going to 
this woman’s home, I asked if she would be willing to participate with full con-
fidentiality. She quickly declined, explaining that she could not risk losing her 
job. Ultimately, the casino employees were inaccessible through direct recruit-
ment due to fear of termination. I then requested access through the casino’s 
human resources department, which was denied. I reached out to the union 
representing the casino workers, Canadian Auto Workers/Unifor Local 444; 
the union proposed that I conduct focus groups in the presence of a union rep-
resentative on-site at the casino with permission from the employer.48 Again, 
management denied this request. I then attended a union hall meeting where 
I was introduced to members. At that meeting, the union president assured 
members of confidentiality, enabling me to obtain a sample of 28 casino 
workers.

All interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. I took notes 
during interviews with some of the casino workers because they offered addi-
tional information on their workplace experience that they were not willing 
to share on tape. Using maxqda 12 software, I used an abductive approach 
to analyze the data, employing rigorous data analysis against the backdrop of 
expertise in the various literatures related to casino development.49

the researcher may not have been aware of. The use of semistructured interviews is especially 
useful when using an abductive approach, whereby the researcher is interested in findings that 
are anomalous relative to the existing literature. Indeed, the creation of the interview guide 
was an iterative process of developing the questionnaire based on what previous research had 
highlighted as likely potential impacts of developing and hosting a casino and then further 
shaped and reshaped through the interviews as more information was gathered at the local 
level. See Svend Brinkmann, “Unstructured and Semistructured Interviewing,” in Patricia 
Leavy, ed., The Oxford Handbook of Qualitative Research (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2014), 277–299.

48. Casino workers were originally represented by the Canadian Auto Workers (caw); in 
September 2013, the caw and the Communications, Energy and Paperworkers Union of 
Canada merged to create Unifor, the largest private-sector union in the country.

49. Stefan Timmermans & Iddo Tavory, “Theory Construction in Qualitative Research: From 
Grounded Theory to Abductive Analysis,” Sociological Theory 30, 3 (2012): 167–186.
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The Casino Windsor employees recruited at a union hall meeting represent 
a self-selected sample in that I did not approach them directly at the meeting. 
Casino workers who attend union hall meetings are likely not representative 
of the general population of Casino Windsor workers. Therefore, the casino 
workers represented in this sample may be more likely to be critical of the 
employer and/or more disposed to express workplace grievances than the 
broader population of Casino Windsor employees. To respect the confidenti-
ality of the participating casino workers, I gave each interviewee a pseudonym; 
also, I do not identify the position each worker holds, because they sincerely 
feared termination if management were to learn of their participation in an 
interview. Five of the Casino Windsor workers at the time of their interview 
were working in back-of-house positions and 23 were working in front-of-
house positions. Of the sample, 17 identified as female and 11 identified as 
male.

Finally, I surveyed the local newspaper, the Windsor Star – Windsor’s only 
major daily newspaper – for content published from 1994 to 2015, which 
represents the period between when the casino initially opened and when I 
finished conducting interviews. Using the search terms “casino” and “gamble,” 
I utilized the Canadian Newsstand online database to find articles containing 
either word during this period.50 From these articles, I drew out the “official” 
narrative being produced in the city in real time. This offered a further back-
drop with respect to whether and how Casino Windsor has offered “good jobs” 
in the community.

Windsor’s “Windfall” (1994–2000): The Casino and Its Promise  
of “Good Jobs”

When the casino opened in Windsor, employment in the facility offered 
an economic opportunity for the city’s workforce. Many of Casino Windsor’s 
workers were previously employed in the low-wage service sector. In contrast 
to the expectation that the signing of nafta would result in dramatic job losses 
in Windsor’s automotive industry – indeed, the motivating force behind the 
local drive to acquire a casino – the auto industry experienced a boom in the 
mid- to late 1990s brought on by surging demand in the United States for new 
vehicles. During this period, the automotive industry in Windsor employed 
more people than it ever had previously.51 Indeed, instead of the casino absorb-
ing displaced automotive workers, most who took up casino jobs came from 
Windsor’s service sector. As evidenced below, the casino represented not 

50. This database is now titled “Canadian Newsstream.”

51. Daniela Ravindra & Andy Shinnan, “The Transportation Equipment Industries in Canada, 
1985–1997,” Statistics Canada, Manufacturing, Construction and Energy Division, January 
2000, https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/42-251-x/42-251-x1997001-eng.htm; Employment 
in Motor Vehicle Manufacturing (3361) and Motor Vehicle Parts Manufacturing (3363) in 
Windsor, Ontario, 1987–2015 (Ottawa: Statistics Canada, custom tabulation, 2018). 

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/42-251-x/42-251-x1997001-eng.htm
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downward economic mobility – which would be the case for the displaced 
(largely male) auto worker, whose annual income was approximately $75,000 
in 2015 while a Casino Windsor worker’s annual income was approximately 
$42,000 in 2015 – but rather upward economic mobility for those already in 
the (largely female) service sector.

Casino Windsor was the only casino in the region from 1994 until the late 
1990s. Casino worker interviewees recalled this period of market monopoly: 
Isabelle nostalgically remembered “being the only game in town,” for example, 
echoing Catherine’s contention that patrons were “literally lined up all the 
way around the building to come in.” The casino’s initial success resulted in 
an increase in income for its employees, as a combination of base wages and 
tips. Linking their remuneration to the casino’s success, workers like Anne fre-
quently pointed out that “we were making money hand over fist” (see Figure 1).

With employment histories in low-wage service employment, casino 
workers reported that the base wage alone was an “opportunity” when the 
casino opened. Many casino workers affirmed that, when taking up employ-
ment at the casino in the early and late 1990s, they experienced a $3 to $4 

Figure 1. Gaming Revenue (millions) of Casino Windsor, 1995–2000

Source: Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation (OLG), “Casino Windsor Annual Gross Revenue for 
1994–2014,” 18 April 2015, obtained through a Freedom of Information request to the OLG.
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increase in their hourly wage. The average hourly wage at the casino in 1994 
was $9.32.52 The first collective agreement was signed in 1995; by 1998, the 
average wage had risen to $11.67 an hour. After the second collective agree-
ment, in 1998, the average wage rose again, to $13.59 in 2001. In contrast, the 
Ontario provincial minimum wage was $6.85 during this period (until 2004). 
Karl discussed the relative increase in compensation when first hired by the 
casino, saying, “I was like ‘$13 an hour!? Oh my God!’ There were cheques like 
I’ve never seen before.” In fact, many workers saw the casino as the only place 
besides the automotive industry to make a decent wage as a low-skilled worker 
in the area.

The casino’s initial success (between 1994 and 2000) resulted in lucrative 
tips, or what workers call “tokes.” When tips were accounted for, and after 
the caw negotiated the first collective agreement in 1995, Casino Windsor 
employment was considered among the most lucrative in the city. For instance, 
the Windsor Star reported in 1996 that Casino Windsor dealers earned an 
annual income anywhere from $50,000 to $60,000, which was “believed to 
be the highest in the North American [casino] industry.”53 A 1998 item in the 
newspaper rhetorically queried,
What’s the most coveted job in Windsor? Research scientist? Corporate ceo? Brain 
surgeon? Try none of the above. Not to sneeze at any of these prestigious career choices, but 
the job that folks around this city would kill for right now is the bellhop position at Casino 
Windsor’s four-star hotel that’s opening next month. Would you believe up to $60,000 
annually, most of it in tips, for sweet-talking the big players and delivering luggage to their 
complimentary rooms?54

The casino also offered union representation. All but one worker I inter-
viewed were previously employed in non-union workplaces. Workers discussed 
the advantage of being unionized in the service sector and the job protec-
tions not found in their previous workplaces. Workers also enjoy health benefit 
packages through their union membership, which is rare in other low-skill 
service jobs. For full-time casino employees, benefits currently include life 
insurance of $60,000, a prescription drug plan, semi-private hospital coverage, 
medical and health practitioner coverage, and vision, dental, and orthodontics 
coverage.55

52. In 1994, casino wages ranged from $7 to $12 an hour. Brian Cross, “Steep Wage Hikes Key 
to Casino Pact, caw Warns,” Windsor Star, 17 December 1994, A3.

53. Chris Vander Doelen, “Casino Workers Learn Art of the Deal,’” Windsor Star, 11 
September 1996, A1.

54. George Henderson, “Casino Fails to Impress,” Windsor Star, 20 June 1998, A1.

55. Caesars Windsor (operated by Windsor Casino Limited) & Unifor and Its Local 444, 
Collective Agreement by and between Caesars Windsor operated by Windsor Casino Limited 
and Unifor and Its Local 444, April 4, 2014 – April 3, 2018 (Windsor, 2014). 
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Opportunity for Women (and Men)

While the casino pulled in both male and female workers, the broader 
low-wage service sector tends to be female dominated.56 Casino Windsor 
workers and Windsor stakeholders see the casino as offering an economic 
opportunity, especially for women. In 1994, the other large industry in the 
city that offered a high wage was automotive manufacturing. This workforce, 
however, was estimated to be about 95 per cent male, and, in 2015 at the 
Chrysler assembly plant, females fell within the 26 per cent of the workforce 
considered to be a “visible minority.” In contrast, in 2015, women comprised 
61 per cent of the casino workforce, or 1,351 of the 2,224 unionized workers.57

Many casino employees recognize the gendered composition of the casino’s 
workforce and the favourability of such work for women. As Heather stated, 
“For what is traditional female employment, we are the highest paid.” She went 
on to say,
As a workplace, it has probably benefitted a lot of women because we are predominately a 
woman workforce. Like, a guestroom attendant will make a lot more money there [at the 
casino] than they would at the Holiday Inn or at some of the independents. … Like I said, 
look at what cashiers are making anywhere else or even as a bank teller, because a lot of 
casino cashiers that work in the [cash] cage came from the banking industry. And they are 
making way more money than they ever would at a bank.

Karen stated that women in the city have progressed economically because of 
casino employment, which has allowed them to be more “independent.” Patty 
echoed this sentiment: “It gave women a decent-paying job. … So, it gave a 
huge option for women. … If anything, it gave us money of our own, a decent 
wage, and benefits.”

Casino workers also emphasize that the casino offers single mothers the 
ability to provide for their dependents. Samantha, a single mother who previ-
ously worked in the fast-food industry, stated,
Some women that possibly wouldn’t have been making or getting the benefits, I mean 
myself included … because honestly a single mother raising her child, your […] especially 
without postsecondary or anything like that, you are not really in a position for a $20 an 
hour job, with benefits, you know. The casino did give that to me. The guys I guess, twenty 
years ago had more opportunity to make that kind of money with auto, they don’t now […] 
but they did.58

As Samantha implies, the unionized automotive sector functioned to provide 
good wages largely for men. In contrast, the unionized casino has functioned 
to provide relatively higher wages for a female majority of service workers.

56. Pat Armstrong & Hugh Armstrong, The Double Ghetto: Canadian Women and their 
Segregated Work, 3rd ed. (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 2010).

57. Unifor informant, interview by the author, 16 February 2015.

58. In quotes from interviewees, the use of ellipses in brackets indicates a pause in speech. 
Ellipses without brackets indicate that a part of the quote has been omitted.
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The casino also offered an opportunity to men in Windsor who were previ-
ously “stuck” in low-wage jobs in the service sector. In my sample, these men 
typically came from low-wage and non-union employment in bartending, 
bouncing, contract security, grocery stores, and restaurants. Casino worker 
interviewees, however, did not explicitly discuss how the casino offered an 
opportunity to low-skilled men coming from the service sector. Regardless, 
given the employment histories of the male casino workers, casino employment 
was undoubtedly an opportunity for these men. However, the casino’s rewards 
and working conditions began to decline once Detroit opened three casinos in 
1999 and 2000. Increasing casino competition (along with the Detroit casinos’ 
competitive advantage of offering free alcohol to gamblers) and a host of other 
unfavourable factors – what Betty, a Windsor casino worker, described as a 
“perfect storm”: post-9/11 border security, the closing of the exchange-rate 
gap (the Canadian dollar was trading at approximately $0.65 during the late 
1990s versus $0.99 in 2012), higher gas prices (which particularly impacted 
the spending patterns of US patrons), and Ontario’s provincial smoking ban 
(enacted in 2006) all contributed to declining revenues for Casino Windsor.

From Fast Money to Hard Times

With revenues beginning to decline in the early 2000s, casino workers’ 
prosperity also declined (see Figure 2). Despite earning a comparatively better 

Figure 2. Gaming Revenue (millions) of Casino Windsor, 2000–14

Source: olg, “Casino Windsor Annual Gross Revenue for 1994–2014,” 18 April 2015, obtained through  
a Freedom of Information request to the OLG. 
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wage than workers at other service workplaces in the area, Casino Windsor 
employees discussed how they and their co-workers now experience financial 
hardship. In an industry where many workers depend on tips for a good liveli-
hood, shrinking demand has a direct and profound impact on earnings (see 
Figure 3). As Mike contends, tips are “not as good as they were back in the 
heyday” and are “inconsistent” in that “some days they come and some days 
they don’t.” Casino workers feel, as Hank noted, that they have gone “back-
wards” and, in Diane’s words, are “realistically facing financial hardship.”

During Casino Windsor’s initial years of prosperity, from 1994 to 2000, 
many casino workers took on the debts of a middle-class lifestyle. As Betty 
notes, “So, back when I was an assistant manager [of a small store], I made 
$10 to $11 an hour, we were fine. And then [starting work at the casino] you 
make more money, you spend more money. The mortgage gets higher, cars 
get nicer, more toys.” Workers contended that they or their colleagues are 
now living paycheck to paycheck – what Jim described as “on the lower end 

Figure 3. Visitors and Visitor Spending in Windsor (Census Metropolitan Area)

Source: Data set provided by interviewee, Tourism Windsor, Essex, and Pelee Island, 2015, in the 
author’s possession. 

a Data release incomplete for 2005.
b Data for 2011 is not a true comparison with other years because of operational and conceptual 
changes at Tourism Windsor, Essex, and Pelee Island.

a b
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of average,” for example, and what Matt characterized as “just above poverty 
level.” When Casino Windsor operated in a monopolistic gaming market, its 
workforce – especially those who were tip based – experienced a dramatic 
increase in income, with the result that workers reported more spending, 
including taking on larger mortgages and long-term debts. However, as rev-
enues and visitation have declined, so too have the incomes of the workforce 
as base wages have stagnated and tips have declined. Moving from “boom” to 
“bust,” these workers now struggle financially to make good on the debts of the 
middle-class lifestyle they adopted.59

Beyond tips, casino workers’ wage growth has also declined and, at times, 
wholly stagnated over the years. For instance, in the 1995–98 collective agree-
ment, there were wage gains of 17 to 34 per cent over three years with the 
average wage increasing by 25 per cent.60 In the 1998–2001 collective agree-
ment, there were wage gains of 16.5 per cent over three years (75 cents in the 
first year and 50 cents per hour in each of the two following years). In the 
collective agreement covering 2004 to 2008, wages rose $1.70 over four years 
(approximately a 42-cent increase, yearly), representing an increase of approx-
imately 11.5 per cent over four years. From 2008 to 2011, there was a two-year 
wage freeze and a raise of 30 cents per hour in the final year, amounting to 
approximately a 1.8 per cent increase. In the 2011–14 collective agreement, 
there was a wage freeze in 2011 and a 25 cents per year increase in the second 
and third years. This equalled an approximate 2.9 per cent increase. Finally, 
in 2014, a four-year deal was signed where workers would have a wage freeze 
in years one and four and raises of 25 cents and 35 cents per hour in 2015 
and 2017, respectively. This equals approximately a 3.5 per cent wage increase 
over four years. Wage gains have consistently declined since the first collective 
agreement. In interviews, workers discussed this decreasing wage growth, the 
rising cost of living, and the feeling that they are going “backwards.”

Cutting Labour Costs: Layoffs, Part-Time and Casual Work,  
and Outsourcing

Casino management has also sought to cut labour costs – with 85 to 90 
per cent of its costs being labour based – through layoffs, part-time and casual 
employment, and outsourcing.61 Mirroring declining revenues, permanent 

59. These debts further discipline workers. Kathryn Dudley, Debt and Dispossession: Farm 
Loss in America’s Heartland (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000); Christian Marazzi, 
The Violence of Financial Capitalism (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2011); Ismael Vaccaro, Eric 
Hirsch & Irene Sabaté, “The Emergence of the Global Debt Society: Governmentality and Profit 
Extraction through Fabricated Abundance and Imposed Scarcity,” unpublished manuscript, 
n.d., in the author’s possession.

60. Gary Rennie, “Casino Workers Ratify,” Windsor Star, 3 April 1995, A1.

61. Chris Vander Doelen, “Full Steam Ahead: 84.7% of Workers Back Casino Deal,” Windsor 
Star, 4 April 2008, A1.
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layoffs at the casino began in 2001. Although the workforce grew from 1994 
until 2001, there has since been a steady decline, from approximately 5,400 
unionized workers in 2001 to 2,200 in 2015.62 Workers report increasing 
employment insecurity through the years, which Karl characterized as “like 
a noose tightening.” Because of the minimal difference in years of seniority 
between workers – a result of few new hires over the last fifteen years – along 
with continued downsizing, the casino workforce reports both job insecu-
rity and an omnipresent sense of the threat of job loss. Despite her seniority, 
Sandra, who began working for Casino Windsor in 1995, said, “You are never 
secure in your job, even with twenty years my job is not secure.” Sara reflected 
on the “devastating and quick” impact of job loss from the casino: “Because if 
you are living paycheck to paycheck, within seven days, you know, it’s a huge 
impact. It would be a quick impact. Not like if you were at the Big Three [auto 
manufacturers].”

Some workers described the results of job loss from the casino, having 
known people who lost their cars, homes, and families. They also noted that 
some casino workers, following job loss, shift from worker to consumer, taking 
what little money they do have and gambling it away. For instance, Denise 
stated,
After being laid off they come back, gambling whatever they had left away. And live in their 
cars and come back. I’ve seen slot attendants make a bazillion in tips, you know, and when 
they [the casino] decimated their numbers, lose their houses and stuff like that. Because 
they just lived over their means. … They thought that the bottom would never fall out, they 
thought that this was going to go on forever and ever.

Jill offered a personal example of being laid off: she had to find employment at a 
fast-food restaurant where her child happens to be a manager. Jill left the fast-
food restaurant, however, because the casino recalled her – though only part 
time. Jill thought about keeping both jobs but was unable to coordinate the 
scheduling demands of the two employers. Nonetheless, she remains afraid of 
being laid off again and having to return to fast-food employment. She is not 
alone in this; several casino workers reported turning to jobs in the fast-food 
industry as a stopgap during periods of layoff.

Part-Time Work

Management has also sought to reduce labour costs by shifting to more 
part-time and casual employment. With the shift to more flexible labour, the 
union attempted through the 2004–08 collective agreement to regulate the 
number of workers who are considered part-time, stating that only 33 per cent 
of each department can be classified as part-time. Part-time casino employ-
ment is defined as employees who are regularly scheduled to work fewer than 
30 hours per week. However, part-time employees can be scheduled for more 

62. Unifor informant, interview by the author, 16 February 2015.
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than 30 hours per week without being considered full-time for a period not to 
exceed 45 calendar days.63

During “boom” times, Casino Windsor used part-time casino work con-
servatively. For instance, while the 2004–08 collective agreement mandated 
that part-time workers comprise a maximum of 33 per cent of the workforce, 
the part-time workforce made up only approximately 20 per cent in 2005.64 
Part-time employees also symbolized the relative prosperity of the full-time 
workforce, where full-time workers would forgo peak tip shifts (weekends). Put 
simply, full-time workers’ tips were so lucrative during the 2004–08 period 
that many felt they could take peak tip shifts off work. Thus, part-time workers, 
willing to work weekends and other socially undesirable shifts, were seen by 
well-paid full-time employees as a means to secure social time off. When the 
casino was making more profit, part-time workers more or less functioned to 
allow full-time employees the flexibility to work standard hours.

Part-time workers were also used as a tool to improve relations between 
management and employees. A Windsor Star story noted in 2002 that, “in 
a move to improve relations between the casino and its employees, [casino 
spokesperson Jim] Mundy said an agreement between management and 
the union will give workers an opportunity to have ‘normal’ weekends off. 
‘Under a separate agreement, we’re hiring people on a part-time basis to 
work weekends.’”65 A 2001 editorial in the paper also connected the lucrative 
incomes of full-time workers to the presence of part-time workers: “[Casino 
workers] make so much money, they don’t have to work full-time. So, they 
take days off without pay – an estimated 34,000 days last year. Some work 
four, three or even two shifts per week, yet still enjoy full benefits. Talk about 
made in the shade.” The editorial continued, “But this forces the company to 
hire hundreds of part-timers to fill shifts the fat full-timers decline to work. 
And the full-timers avoid weekends, the peak shifts of the casino industry.”66 
Beginning in 2005, however, Casino Windsor increased its hiring of part-time 
workers, laying off full-time workers and rehiring them as part-time workers. 
As reported in the Windsor Star, “Difficult times are why Casino Windsor says 
it is ‘rebalancing the workforce,’ which means cutting jobs while turning some 
full-time positions into part-time ones.”67 Holly Ward, then Casino Windsor’s 
director of communications and community affairs, went on to say that “the 
majority of those affected will be going from full-time positions to part-time 

63. Caesars Windsor & Unifor, Collective Agreement 2014–18.

64. Craig Pearson, “Job Cuts Affect 201 at Casino,” Windsor Star, 18 January 2005, A1. 

65. Veronique Mandal, “Casino Drops to No. 2; Top Spot Ceded to MotorCity; Revenue falls 
10%,” Windsor Star, 23 November 2002, A3.

66. Chris Vander Doelen, “Behind the Deal,” Windsor Star, 4 April 2001, A8.

67. Pearson, “Job Cuts Affect 201,” A1. 
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positions. That is to reflect the changing business volumes and of course 
having part-time employees gives you more flexibility.”68

While initially providing employee flexibility, part-time work now enables 
employer flexibility, signalling a shift in the utilization of part-time workers. 
Part-time workers provide the employer with the flexibility to adjust to high 
and low demand. Casino employees now view part-time workers as enabling 
the employer to run a “skeleton crew,” facilitating the bare minimum of casino 
staff necessary. Unlike previously, where part-time workers were scheduled for 
the less-desirable hours, full-time workers are now scheduled for the nonstan-
dard hours (weekends) while part-time workers are scheduled for the more 
standard work hours (weekdays), allowing the employer to adjust to low patron 
volumes. Part-time status also allows the casino to avoid paying full-time ben-
efits. While the company does provide an “optional” benefit plan whereby 
employees can opt in and pay 50 cents per hour worked in lieu, this coverage 
is limited to life insurance of $27,000 and prescription drug coverage and does 
not include the extended coverage given to full-time employees.

Casino workers reported that either they or their colleagues were being 
pushed to accept part-time work. Many mentioned the instability and the 
reduction in hours that accompany part-time work; indeed, one may not get 
called in at all. The change in hours and benefits creates financial insecurity. As 
Lucy, who has been pushed to part time, noted, “Part-time is not going to help 
raise a family.” In order to survive financially, some workers reported, they or 
their colleagues are seeking second jobs. Casino worker interviewees also dis-
cussed the taking on of second jobs through temporary employment agencies 
when pushed to part time. Some also reported that instability in work hours 
has driven workers into the union office asking for money, pleading for hours, 
and/or using the union food bank. Reflecting on the workforce’s increasing 
use of charity that coincides with reduced part-time hours, Catherine stated,
There have been employees who have been full-time and dropped down to part-time. And 
part-time [workers] that used to get four or five shifts now get two shifts. So, they are strug-
gling to make ends meet. They’re working too many hours to collect unemployment and 
not enough to make ends meet. We’re seeing more of our employees reaching out to other 
services where they can go and get some help. They are actually going to the United Way.

In the 2008 round of collective bargaining, management proposed moving 
the department ratio cap of 33 per cent part time and 67 per cent full time to a 
50/50 ratio while making positions in some departments completely part time.69 
In the 2014 round of collective bargaining, the employer proposed eliminating 
the ratio cap altogether.70 These proposals did not materialize. Nonetheless, 
despite the 33 per cent cap, the casino workforce sees, as Chris phrased it, the 

68. Quoted in Pearson, “Job Cuts Affect 201,” A1. 

69. Vander Doelen, “Full Steam Ahead,” A1.

70. Clair Brownell, “Casino Workers Ratify Four-Year Deal; Average Worker Now Makes $18/
hr,” Windsor Star, 9 April 2014, A1.
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“devious way” their employer makes certain classifications above this ratio. 
All casino workers reported that the employer consistently uses the maximum 
number of part-time workers in each department. Furthermore, many workers 
expressed suspicion that more and more full-time positions are being lost 
through layoffs and being replaced by part-time workers.

While departments have a 33 per cent part-time cap, a single department 
has many job classifications.71 As a result, some employees are concerned that 
their job classification may be made into 100 per cent part time. Workers who 
occupy what is treated as a lower job classification (that is, lower skilled) feel 
that their jobs are more vulnerable to becoming fully part time. For instance, 
cooks and kitchen stewards, slot technicians, and slot attendants are consid-
ered part of the same department. Because cooks and slot technicians are 
viewed as higher-skilled workers (and thus presumably more valuable to the 
employer), kitchen stewards and slot attendants fear that their classification 
may become solely part time while the cooks and slot technicians take up more 
full-time positions. Casino workers describe this move toward part-time work 
as the initial step in making the lower-valued jobs obsolete and eventually 
subsuming the duties of these lower-skilled positions into the higher-valued 
classifications.

While the part-time ratio established in 2004 remains in place, the clas-
sification of “casual” was introduced in the 2011–14 collective agreement. 
This third-tier worker is “utilized for the purpose of promotions, events, ban-
quets, conventions, emergency situations, or similar activities.”72 In contrast 
to part-time workers, there is no cap on the number of casual workers allowed, 
presenting a concern for the casino workforce given the broad array of poten-
tial “utilization purposes.” As of 2015, Casino Windsor had 200-plus casual 
employees.73 Casuals are also not covered under several articles in the collec-
tive agreement, including vacation pay, overtime, pension plan, and health and 
welfare. For instance, unlike full- and part-time workers, casual workers are 
permitted only two undocumented absences per year. While still considered 
unionized employees, they are not actually covered by the majority of articles 
under the collective agreement and, by default, fall under the baseline regula-
tions of the Employment Standards Act of Ontario.74

The casual workforce experiences more erratic scheduling and hours than 
the part-time workers.75 There is an expectation that the casual worker be 

71. The casino workforce is divided into approximately 90 classifications and 20 departments 
(Caesars Windsor & Unifor, Collective Agreement 2014–18).

72. Caesars Windsor (operated by Windsor Casino Limited) & Unifor Local 444. Collective 
Agreement by and between Caesars Windsor operated by Windsor Casino Limited and Unifor 
Local 444, April 4, 2011 – April 3, 2014 (Windsor, 2011), 1–203. 

73. Unifor informant, interview by the author, 16 February 2015.

74. Employment Standards Act, 2000, so 2000, c 41.

75. As stated in the 2004–08 collective agreement, “A Casual employee must submit their 
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present whenever needed.76 If not, the casual worker risks not being sched-
uled for any further shifts. The employer can also cancel or change a shift 72 
hours prior to a shift commencing and there is no time length requirement in 
the case of an “emergency.” The introduction of the casual worker is seen by 
many casino workers as part of the employer’s desire to lessen its obligations to 
the unionized workforce. As Rick states, casual workers represent the casino’s 
“bigger agenda of knowing where they want to go and little by little they chip 
away at us [unionized workers].”

Outsourcing

The casino also cuts costs through outsourcing. Instead of manag-
ing the operations of a particular outlet within the casino that would utilize 
unionized workers on Casino Windsor’s payroll, the casino has leased out 
spaces to other private companies. Through outsourcing, the casino collects 
rent while incurring little cost. Outsourcing initially began in 2006 with a 
Starbucks outlet; since then, Casino Windsor has more aggressively used out-
sourcing.77 In 2015, the casino contained four non-union outlets: Starbucks, 
Taza (restaurant), Johnny Rockets (restaurant), and Landou (accessory and 
jewellery kiosk). An outsourced nightclub and spa opened in late 2015.

With the expansion of outsourced venues and its threat to unionized 
employees and membership growth, the union achieved language in its 2014 
collective agreement that attempted to limit the proliferation of outsourced 
businesses. Before this contract, Sara stated, “We had absolutely nothing [i.e. 
prohibitive language]. So, they could have rented this out, that out.” While 
the collective agreement hinders outsourcing through the direct layoff of 
employees, it does not protect against unused space in the casino becoming 
a non-unionized, outsourced venue. Moreover, the language does not allude 
to how the space became unused or how long it was unused. This vagueness 
is also on the minds of casino workers. As Ryan stated, “There’s a loop hole 

availability one month in advance and the Company will endeavor to accommodate this 
request provided it is reasonable to do so. The Company will post the working schedules 
for Casual employees two weeks in advance. The Company shall give Casual employees 
at least 72 hours’ notice of its intent to cancel or change a shift, except in the case of 
Emergency. ‘Emergency’ is defined as the cancellation of an event, function, banquet or other 
circumstances beyond the control of the Company” (p. 50).

76. As the 2004–08 collective agreement states, “A Casual employee must be available to work 
when scheduled. Should a Casual employee fail to attend work for any reason other than an 
Emergency Leave as provided for in the Employment Standards Act of Ontario or an approved 
medical leave, he/she shall be subject to discipline and may be subject to termination. A Casual 
employee shall have no more than two (2) unauthorized absences within a contract year. 
Discipline history is kept for a period of 12 months” (p. 51).

77. In 2015, the venues not outsourced were the Artist Café, Neros Steakhouse, Caesars 
Essentials Gift Shop, Legends Sports Bar, and vu Bar.
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and they [management] know it. They shut down a restaurant for a day, they’ll 
outsource it.” Workers also expressed uncertainty regarding how long this 
“protective” language will last, as there was concern that it could be taken 
away in the 2018 round of collective bargaining.

For workers, the use of outsourcing is viewed as a cost-cutting method 
that increasingly calls into question the longevity of unionized employment 
at Casino Windsor. The casino expands its offerings – like the nightclub – 
but the unionized workforce is not expanding with it. Indeed, management is 
excluding the unionized workforce from benefitting from expansion into non-
gaming options, as these additional positions are being filled by non-union 
workers, further decreasing the facility’s ratio of unionized to non-union-
ized workers.78 Sara pointed to the more general push to get rid of unionized 
employment: “If they [management] have enough opportunity, they just want 
to keep the core [gaming] business and sell off everything else.”

Increasing Discipline

Casino Windsor workers also pointed to the increasing disciplinary 
action that they have experienced over the years. A local labour leader, Tom, 
commented on the use of constant surveillance to discipline and eliminate 
employees and how this is exceptional to the casino industry:
The casino abuses, what I believe, and what our union believes, is the spirit of what trust 
means, what integrity means, what honesty means. … Imagine now […] being watched 7-24. 
… And in an industry that’s got such great surveillance and sophisticated surveillance, 
and surveillance that they could look at tapes on an ongoing basis. We believe that in a lot 
of circumstances they look for trouble versus dealing with real trouble. We have multiple 
grievances as a result of this. And that doesn’t happen in any other environment. … The 
surveillance is tough and the definition of honesty and integrity is so narrow that you’d 
almost have to be God not to be caught off guard from time to time.

Workers view the employer’s high level of surveillance and increasing use of 
disciplinary action as a means to cut labour costs.79 Workers also perceive that 

78. Union representatives also discussed the futility of trying to unionize these workers, 
noting that these outlets exhibit a high turnover rate because of their low wages and relatively 
young workforce. As a result, no unionization drive of this workforce has occurred. In addition, 
union representatives do not see these outlets as offering enough of a workforce (in terms 
of union dues) to justify a unionization drive. Thus, the costs of unionizing this difficult-to-
unionize venue may not be worth it. More importantly, because a different franchise runs each 
outlet, a different unionization drive and collective agreement would have to be negotiated for 
each venue.

79. As per the 2014–18 collective agreement, “The Company acknowledges that it will not 
utilize surveillance videos to measure the job performance of its employees but will continue 
to have the right to utilize surveillance videos for the purpose of safeguarding its assets 
and maintaining the integrity and security of the Casino.” Yet, within the broad terms of 
“safeguarding its assets and maintaining integrity and security of the Casino,” the company 
does use surveillance for the purposes of discipline.
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the increasing disciplinary action is connected to falling revenues. Mapping 
onto when revenues started to decline in 2001, when the 2004 round of collec-
tive bargaining broke down the casino workforce went on a 41-day strike for 
“respect” from the employer – code for asking the employer to decrease surveil-
lance, disciplinary action, and dismissal.80 During the strike, a casino worker, 
signalling the importance of respect as it relates to discipline, told the Windsor 
Star, “If they give us 30 or 40 cents a year raise, fine. But we want respect. We 
don’t want to be written up for every little thing. Or suspended. Or fired.”81 
On the picket line, other casino workers complained about being disciplined 
for punching in early, being disciplined in front of customers, and being dis-
ciplined over their appearance.82 Reflecting on this strike, Sandra commented 
that “we were trying to make a point to our employer that there was no respect 
in the workplace from our employer to employees. And I remember standing 
in front of the casino and everyone was chanting, ‘Respect, respect.’ Yeah, it 
was major.”

Workers also discussed management’s increasing use of investigative 
suspension as a means of disciplinary action. Under the 2014–18 collective 
agreement, while management investigates a potential disciplinary infraction, 
“the Company has the right to suspend the employee, with/without pay, for 
up to five days.”83 Sara stated that “people are getting put on suspension con-
stantly. That’s their motive, ‘Put them out! We’ll deal with it later.’ And they 
don’t pay us, we get no pay whatsoever. They are starving us. That’s exactly 
what they are doing. So, behave, behave when you come back – or you’re 
termed [terminated].” Workers see investigative suspension as another cost-
saving measure, whereby the company recoups costs by cutting expenditures 
on wages.

The perceived lack of “respect” from their employer signals to workers 
that they lack value and are indistinguishable, disposable, and interchange-
able. Samantha commented on how the employer treats the workforce as 
replaceable:
When I first started, everybody was excited and enjoyed it and now it’s, I hate to say, but 
such a miserable place to work. Like people say, “Well, I am thankful I have the job.” But 
yes, I am too, but I don’t like feeling like I have to be thankful that I have this job. You are 

80. Casino Windsor workers went on a 60-day strike again in 2018 for “respect.” In both the 
2004 and 2018 strike actions, Casino Windsor workers voted down union-recommended 
collective agreements; they felt the agreements did not address issues of “respect.” The captive 
status of the workforce and the lack of leverage the union leadership has at the bargaining table 
with the employer have resulted in tensions between the union leadership and membership. 

81. Quoted in Craig Pearson, “Pickets Seeking Owners’ ‘Respect,’” Windsor Star, 6 April 2004, 
A3.

82. Craig Pearson, “Strikers Say Respect Vital; Casino Windsor Workers Cite Management’s 
Lack of Compassion, Adversarial Stance,” Windsor Star, 19 April 2004, A2.

83. Caesars Windsor & Unifor, Collective Agreement 2014–18.
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making me feel like, “We can get rid of you and get somebody else.” You know, and that’s 
how lot of people in the casino feel. Like they [the employer] have actually had question-
naires where they have asked us, “If you could get a comparable job, pay, would you leave?” 
“In a heartbeat!” That’s what the general workforce says because it is such a tough place to 
work.

As Samantha explains, management not only considers the external labour 
market but gauges the workforce’s desire for mobility through workplace 
surveys. Indeed, workers see management using negative sanctions to gain 
discipline and effort from the workforce while, arguably, management is aware 
not only that workers would leave but also that they likely will not because 
comparable compensation is not available elsewhere. Finally, Lucy discussed 
feeling undervalued by management: “Being told that you [casino workers] 
are not good enough all the time, but if you look in publications, we have the 
best customer service. But the employer does not treat their staff that way. 
Everybody is horrible.” Lucy signals the disconnect between the manage-
ment’s treatment of employees and the workers’ provision of quality customer 
service. Below, I explore why Casino Windsor workers not only remain despite 
the lack of “respect” but provide “the best customer service.”

A Captive Labour Market and “Award-Winning” Customer Service

Among Casino Windsor employees, there is low turnover, long tenure, 
and extremely tight seniority. 84 They remain at the casino despite declining 
rewards and conditions because of the relatively high compensation. Moreover, 
not only do workers remain, but they also provide award-winning customer 
service. In July 2014, Casino Windsor was awarded (for the fourth time) 
TripAdvisor’s Certificate of Excellence Award for Customer Service, meaning 
that the travel website’s users rated the property the best of the 35 hotels in the 
area.85 In 2016, in response to the casino’s sixteenth straight Reader’s Choice 
for Best Hotel award from Casino Player magazine, James Hollohazy, director 
of resort operations, praised Casino Windsor employees for their exceptional 
service: “It is an honour to be awarded this prestigious award. I am incredibly 
proud of the unparalleled service our employees provide every day to make 
our guests feel welcome and appreciated.”86

84. Workers consider low seniority as twenty years and four months instead of twenty years 
and eight months. 

85. Dave Battagello, “Caesars Windsor Wins TripAdvisor Customer Service Award,” 7 July 
2016, http://windsorstar.com/news/local-news/caesars-windsor-wins-tripadvisor-customer-
service-award; Caesars Windsor, “Caesars Windsor Earns TripAdvisor’s 2016 Certificate 
of Excellence,” press release, 7 July 2016, https://www.caesars.com/caesars-windsor/
news/2016/07/wcl-press-release-tripadvisor-certificate-of-excellence-award-2016.

86. Quoted in Dave Battagello, “Caesars Windsor Receives Customer Choice Recognition,” 3 
November 2016, http://windsorstar.com/news/local-news/caesars-windsor-receives-awards. 

http://windsorstar.com/news/local-news/caesars-windsor-wins-tripadvisor-customer-service-award
http://windsorstar.com/news/local-news/caesars-windsor-wins-tripadvisor-customer-service-award
https://www.caesars.com/caesars-windsor/news/2016/07/wcl-press-release-tripadvisor-certificate-of-excellence-award-2016#.WSc46GjyuUk
https://www.caesars.com/caesars-windsor/news/2016/07/wcl-press-release-tripadvisor-certificate-of-excellence-award-2016#.WSc46GjyuUk
http://windsorstar.com/news/local-news/caesars-windsor-receives-awards
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Casino Windsor workers not only remain at work but provide quality cus-
tomer service. This service results from the workforce’s immobility, as the 
workers exist in a captive labour market. Three defining features of this context 
have rendered the casino’s employees immobile/captive: the Windsor area’s 
pattern of record high unemployment, casino workers’ inability to find com-
parable employment, and the casino’s placement on an international border.

Windsor’s Unemployment Rate

According to casino workers in Windsor, the city’s high unemploy-
ment rate constitutes a strong deterrent to quitting their jobs, despite their 
expressed dissatisfaction with declining rewards and working conditions.87 
Diane asked, “Where it is the highest unemployment rate in Canada, where 
are you going to go?” High unemployment not only increases the likelihood 
that workers will remain at their current employer but also can compel 
workers to increase their work intensity at their current employer.88 Where 
unions are present, however, effort typically tends to be mediated through 
a bilateral bargain, where greater union power equals lower levels of worker 
effort.89 Despite union presence, Casino Windsor management’s use of video 
surveillance combined with the threat of dismissal functions to discipline and 
elicit effort from Casino Windsor workers.90 In the primary sector – that is, 
high-paying and high-skilled jobs – management tends to elicit worker effort 
mainly by positive motivation associated with “bureaucratic control.”91 In 
contrast, Casino Windsor utilizes the threat of dismissal – enforced through 

87. Casino Niagara and Fallsview Casino in Niagara Falls, Ontario, exist in a similar labour 
market in terms of a high unemployment rate, the absence of comparable compensation 
for similar work, and a casino operating on the US side of the border. These labour-market 
conditions have contributed to the caw’s/Unifor’s unsuccessful attempts to unionize the 
casinos in Niagara Falls. See Larry Savage & Nick Ruhloff-Queiruga, “Organizing against the 
Odds: Anti-Unionism in Niagara’s Gaming Sector,” in Stephanie Ross & Larry Savage, eds., 
Labour under Attack: Anti-Unionism in Canada (Halifax: Fernwood, 2018), 68–82.

88. Francis Green & Thomas E. Weisskopf, “The Worker Discipline Effect: A Disaggregative 
Analysis,” Review of Economics and Statistics 72, 2 (1990): 241–249.

89. Martyn Andrews & Robert Simmons, “Are Effort Bargaining Models Consistent with the 
Facts? An Assessment of the Early 1980s,” Economica 62, 247 (1995): 313–334.

90. Where union presence is a general feature of being part of the primary sector.

91. Some previous studies have argued that the primary and secondary labour sectors may 
differ in the means of eliciting effort, with secondary-sector workers tending to be subject to 
external disciplines such as the threat of a spell of unemployment and its attendant costs, and 
workers in the primary sector more likely to be courted with positive incentives, including 
company human resource management policies. See Richard C. Edwards, Contested Terrain: 
The Transformation of the Workplace in the 20th Century (New York: Basic Books, 1979); James 
B. Rebitzer, “Unemployment, Long-Term Employment Relations, and Productivity Growth,” 
Review of Economics and Statistics 69, 4 (1987): 627–635.
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video surveillance – combined with the area’s high unemployment rate to 
ensure that workers not only remain but “work hard.”

Absence of Comparable Compensation

The casino workforce’s captivity is further founded in their position in 
a region where comparable compensation for similar work is not available. 
Casino Windsor, largely because of collective bargaining, provides compensa-
tion that is higher than what can be found in any low-skill service workplace 
in the region. The Casino Windsor workforce and management are both well 
aware of this. For instance, during a 2014 interview, a top executive at the 
casino acknowledged that its compensation package cannot be found any-
where else in Ontario. “We are seen as a good employer. Probably wages aren’t 
what you get in the manufacturing side, but our average wage is $18/$19 an 
hour which is very high for the service sector, and you’ve got great benefits,” 
the executive said. “If you are a server, you are not gonna make anywhere more 
in Ontario than you will here.” Put simply, both workers and management rec-
ognize that no comparable jobs with similar compensation are available in the 
region or even the province. Higher compensation raises the cost of job loss, 
providing workers with an incentive to supply effort.92

Casino worker interviewees often mentioned that they saw few employment 
alternatives outside of minimum-wage work. For workers with nowhere else to 
go, job loss from the casino results in a sharp decline in living standards. Lucy 
stated, “If I were to lose this job, there is no other job here [in Windsor] that’s 
more than minimum wage that I could get if […] I don’t know what we would 
do.” Indeed, because of these workers’ low skill set, minimum-wage work tends 
to be the only option available outside of the casino.

Workers tend to stay at the casino. Their low turnover, long tenure, and 
extremely tight seniority due to minimal new hires result from the relatively 
high compensation for their work. Matt explained that the casino offers life-
long employment yet added the caveat that the casino’s management would 
prefer higher turnover:
I mean yeah, it was a good thing where people go “Hey it is another Chrysler or another 
Ford’s or something that is there for a while.” At least in this area, we still have that men-
tality that when you are in a job, the majority of the people tend to stay there for 30 to 35 
years. Upper management at the casino, they had this conversation with me about turnover. 
Because in Vegas you might not be at Caesars for 5 or 10 years, you could go from this 
company to this company to this company […] and so they said, “Well I think it should be 
that way here.”

92. Samuel Bowles, “The Production Process in a Competitive Economy: Walrasian, Neo-
Hobbesian, and Marxian Models,” American Economic Review 75, 1 (1985): 16–36; Carl Shapiro 
& Joseph E. Stiglitz, “Equilibrium Unemployment as a Worker Discipline Device,” American 
Economic Review 74, 3 (1984): 433–444; Francis Green & Steven McIntosh, “Union Power, Cost 
of Job Loss, and Workers’ Effort,” Industrial and Labour Relations Review 51, 3 (1998): 363–383.
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Despite declining working conditions and increased disciplinary action from 
management, Casino Windsor workers continue to treat their employment as 
a lifelong job. Indeed, in terms of tenure and turnover, this workforce is “loyal.” 
This loyalty is coerced, however, in the sense that it results from the lack of 
comparably compensated employment in the region’s low-skill service sector.

An International Border

With its placement on the border with Detroit and the greater Michigan 
area, Casino Windsor served a large population with a demand for gambling.93 

Soon after it opened, however, Detroit passed a referendum allowing the city to 
host casinos. Losing its monopoly in 1999–2000, Casino Windsor faced com-
petition with three major gaming operators in Detroit. All four casinos were 
located within six miles of one another. This competition placed increased 
pressure on Casino Windsor’s management to cut costs.

A result of the international border is that Casino Windsor workers experi-
ence the pressures of increased competition for regional gambling dollars but 
none of the employment opportunities. Unlike Las Vegas, where workers can 
“jump from casino to casino” if unhappy with their employment, in Windsor, 
casino workers cannot simply work on the other side of the Canada-US border. 
Diane compared work at Casino Windsor to casino work in Las Vegas, stating 
that “in Nevada, I can work at mgm today and get frustrated and say, ‘Go kiss 
my ass! I’m done!’ and then go get hired at Caesars. Or I could get hired at 
Bally’s, right. So, I mean they will generally go from casino to casino.” Another 
casino worker, Sara, discussed the decline of job quality and the immobility 
of the workforce that result from Casino Windsor being the only Canadian 
casino in the region. “At least once every five years they [Las Vegas casino 
workers] are going to a different casino to work at. Trying to get either better 
wages or better tips,” she said. “Whereas here, we have no place to go to. You 
are only here. Yep. There isn’t another casino to jump into. So, you can’t try to 
advance.” While Casino Windsor workers herald Las Vegas as more worker 
friendly because of worker mobility, high union density – driven in part by 
the mobility of workers – on the Las Vegas Strip is also important. Since 1989, 
over 30,000 casino workers have joined the Culinary Union (here Local 226), 
more than doubling the union’s membership and bringing union density 
on the Las Vegas Strip to 90 per cent.94 A major facet of the union’s success 
(and the resulting high union density) is the unusual labour-market condi-
tions in Las Vegas. The city’s labour market is characterized both by operators 

93. Scott Burnside, “Crystal Casino at a Glance – Windsor’s Gambling Proposals Series: The 
Big Gamble,” Windsor Star, 25 April 1992, E8; Rob Hornberger, “Casino’s Pluses Outweigh 
Minuses, Most Agree,” Windsor Star, 23 March 1992, A3.

94. Dorothee Benz, “Labour’s Ace in the Hole: Casino Organizing in Las Vegas,” New Political 
Science 26, 4 (2004): 525–550.
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experiencing labour shortages and by casino workers having the ability to 
leverage their interests by moving across operators, creating competition 
between operators for workers. Labour shortages and mobility have facilitated 
the growth of union density in the area and the union’s leverage.

“We Keep This Place Open”: Reclaiming Worth through Customer 
Service

Under these conditions, casino workers have internalized the mantra 
that providing quality customer service in a competitive gaming market is 
crucial to ensuring that their livelihoods remain intact. Casino workers believe 
that customer service is what sets Casino Windsor apart from the competi-
tion and keeps its doors open. For instance, Karl spoke to the “unparalleled” 
customer service at Casino Windsor: “The casino makes it [Windsor] a desti-
nation. We win everything: best gaming in the Detroit region; best steakhouse 
in the Detroit region; best tables in the Detroit region.” He added, “If you’ve 
ever been to one over there [in Detroit], it’s not the same.” Many workers also 
suggest, however, that management’s push to cut labour costs is done without 
accounting for potential impacts on customer service. Despite these cuts and 
the potential of negatively affecting the ability of the workforce to provide 
quality service, casino workers stressed the importance of offering quality 
customer service. For instance, Rick discussed management’s use of skeletal 
staffing as a labour-saving strategy and management’s disconnect from under-
standing its impact on customer service. Put simply, casino workers see their 
effort as allowing Casino Windsor to remain competitive despite the actions 
of management. As Rick explained, “We’ve been able to survive so many of 
the hurdles we have had: 9/11, non-smoking, three casinos across the border. 
One thing after another, after another, and we keep bouncing back. And it is 
not because of anything management does. It is because of the job that we put 
forth.” In his words, “No matter how we are shit on by the company, we still 
go above and beyond in terms of customer service.” Diane also commented 
on the disconnect between management’s treatment of the workforce and the 
workforce’s provision of customer service, in relation to keeping the casino 
competitive and open:
And I think from a worker’s perspective … I can tell you, we don’t feel any appreciation from 
… the higher ups. I mean because clearly if you have a regular customer, they don’t come 
back because of the ceo or the cfo or the vice president, they come back because of the 
everyday workers and the treatment they get on the floor. … We are the ones keeping this 
place open! … I think there is a big disconnect between the people who make the decisions 
around here and the people who do the job.

Laying claim to the provision of quality customer service allows workers 
to reclaim a sense of value, despite the losses and disciplinary actions they 
have experienced over the years. Providing quality customer service affirms 
their value in the face of constant reminders (for example, layoffs, part-time 
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and casual work, outsourcing, and disciplinary action) that they in fact have 
little value. Furthermore, workers’ reclamation of their value via quality cus-
tomer service takes on an oppositional stance toward management. Indeed, 
as workers reclaim their own sense of respect – something that declining 
working conditions and disciplinary actions had threatened – they also high-
light that management does not appreciate or recognize the value workers 
bring in terms of customer service. Workers view management’s not recogniz-
ing this value as an error because Casino Windsor would not be viable without 
them, the workers.

Conclusion

Casinos are emblematic of a strategy to create low-skilled service jobs 
in economically depressed cities. American states and Canadian provinces 
encourage host communities to develop casinos based on the ability of these 
facilities not only to create jobs but to provide “good jobs.” Existing research 
offers competing scenarios of what casinos mean for casino workers in host 
communities. Research has found that workers benefit from casinos through 
employment, wage growth, and high union density in the industry. Other 
research, however, has found that casinos exploit not only their host com-
munities but also their workers. Nonetheless, the quality of casino jobs has 
attracted little scholarly attention, and what research there is focuses on “core” 
casino locations despite the increasing placement of casinos in more periph-
eral and economically devitalized areas.

Casino Windsor, in Canada’s economically struggling automotive capital, 
initially provided an economic opportunity – wages, tips, benefits, and union 
representation – and “good jobs” for workers with employment histories in the 
low-skill service sector. Beginning in the early 2000s, however, wages began 
to stagnate and tips declined. The casino’s management in turn sought a more 
casual and flexible labour force while increasing disciplinary action against 
employees. Consequently, Casino Windsor employees have experienced a 
decline in job quality.

Previous research highlights the mobility of casino workers, either through 
“chasing tips” (i.e. seeking employment at another casino) when unhappy with 
their employment and/or viewing their work in the casino industry as tem-
porary.95 In contrast, Casino Windsor operates in a captive labour market: 
the city has a high unemployment rate, offers no alternative employment 
that provides comparable pay, and is situated near an international border. 
Thus, workers lack mobility and, as a result, are coerced into providing quality 
customer service. Casino workers remain and continue to provide award-
winning customer service despite the declining rewards from and increasing 
disciplinary action by their employer. Casino Windsor workers do not view 

95. Mutari & Figart, Just One More Hand; Sallaz, “House Rules”; Sallaz, Labour of Luck.
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their “loyalty” (seen in low turnover) and provision of effort (award-winning 
customer service) as a choice. Instead, they identify their provision of quality 
customer service – in spite of what they see as management’s reckless cost-
cutting/labour-saving strategies – as the main mechanism that keeps Casino 
Windsor open and their jobs intact.

In the crudest sense, Casino Windsor workers have likely made more money 
than they would have if the casino had never come at all. Yet, Casino Windsor 
workers share a story of loss and disempowerment, in the context of precari-
ous work and disciplinary actions by which management diminishes workers’ 
value. How casino workers cope with these losses, however, is through laying 
claim to the provision of “good service.”96 Casino Windsor employees deal 
with precarity and immobility by reclaiming their value, measured in terms 
of good service, despite management’s efforts to make them feel replaceable 
and valueless. In doing so, these workers, in their minds, become “special” and 
unreplaceable, thus preserving some of their own sense of worth in the face of 
depersonalization at Casino Windsor.

When speaking about declining conditions and management’s disrespect, 
workers contrast the little value that management offers them with their own 
quality service provision and value. In doing so, workers not only reclaim a 
sense of agency and worth but also oppose management.97 Casino Windsor 
workers have also framed their strike actions as centring on securing “respect” 
from management rather than on monetary issues. This relates to Kendra 
Coulter’s findings in the retail industry, where a major driver of worker orga-
nizing centred on combatting management disrespect and reclaiming the 
workers’ sense of worth and value.98 Indeed, these labour struggles are as 
interpersonal as they are monetary. Stemming from the transformation of 
work quality over time – seen in management betraying the casino workers’ 
expectations and prior experiences of job quality – Casino Windsor workers 
do adopt an oppositional stance: that they matter, despite management’s asser-
tions otherwise.99

It is true that Casino Windsor provided an economic opportunity for women 
employed in the service sector in Windsor. However, this employment oppor-
tunity is similar to that of the male-dominated automotive industry, in which 
workers became captive to the automotive sector and its increasing precarity. 

96. Gibson & Papa, “The Mud, the Blood”; Lucas, “Blue-Collar Discourses”; Lucas & Buzzanell, 
“Blue-Collar Work.”

97. This can also be seen as class opposition, or the belief that the interests of management are 
at odds with those of the workers. Steven Peter Vallas, “The Labour Process as a Source of Class 
Consciousness: A Critical Examination,” Sociological Forum 2, 2 (1987): 244.

98. Coulter, Revolutionizing Retail.

99. Duncan Gallie, In Search of the New Working Class: Automation and Social Integration 
within the Capitalist Enterprise (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978); Vallas, 
“Labour Process.”
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Indeed, the attempted transition of Windsor’s economy toward a more ser-
vice-oriented economy via a casino entailed the creation and exploitation of a 
similarly captive labour market in which workers do not easily escape.

Casinos in Ontario, as in many jurisdictions, were conceived as export-led 
forms of development that would capture gambling and tourist dollars from 
US patrons. Therefore, the province’s casinos were placed on Canada-US 
border sites, such as Windsor and Niagara Falls, which were also experiencing 
the impacts of deindustrialization. However, US states quickly responded with 
their own casinos, leading to fierce competition for cross-border gamblers 
between provinces and states and their respective operators. This competition 
concerns the (largely) free-moving Canadian/US gambler, yet casino workers 
have little opportunity for movement; their employer’s location contributes 
to the workers’ captivity. More recently, the Ontario Lottery and Gaming 
Corporation, with its 2010 “Modernization Plan,” has attempted to move from 
a strategy that prioritized deindustrializing border cities to one that favours 
densely populated regions, like Toronto, to both increase access to larger pools 
of existing gamblers and create new gamblers.100 Indeed, with the original 
border sites, the focus was on export-led development – bringing in “new” 
out-of-country dollars from US patrons – whereas now the strategy seems to 
be a form of import substitution whereby the Ontario government relies on 
gambling dollars from its own residents by offering more gambling options to 
more of its constituents. Will this shift in strategy result in a worsening of the 
captive status of casino workers at border sites? Arguably, yes. Reinvestment 
in these properties may diminish as a priority and Canadian border sites may 
continue to lose market share to their US competitors. Will the creation of 
casinos in densely populated city centres also create a captive labour market 
of casino workers? If there is a single operator in a region and the casino offers 
higher remuneration than other service-sector employers then, to a degree, 
yes. As the province will likely offer only one licence to a single operator in a 
region, monopsony power will likely be given to the employer. Yet, labour force 
captivity in these city centres will likely be less extreme than in deindustrial-
izing border cities experiencing crippling unemployment rates.

These findings raise questions concerning the labour markets into which 
casino developments – which are state sponsored and are legitimized to host 
communities as “good job” creators – are placed. Governments are increas-
ingly turning to casinos as an economic development tool in areas that are 
economically depressed, in addition to placing these developments on borders 
in an effort to (re)capture gambling dollars from other jurisdictions. With 
states/provinces promising host communities “good jobs” to justify casino 
developments, researchers and public policymakers should consider whether 

100. Steven Tufts, “Organized Labor and Casino Politics in Toronto,” in Ian MacDonald, ed., 
Unions and the City: Negotiating Urban Change (Cornell University: ilr Press. 2017), 53–73.
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such developments will create and potentially exploit a captive labour supply, 
leading to the creation of not-so-good jobs.
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